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THE TRANSCRIPT 

 

Episode 1 Religion and why it makes a difference  

 

1.2 Why do people engage with these concepts that can't be proven?  

 

Gillian Moses: Well there's so much in life that can't be proven. How do you prove a relationship with 

somebody else? How does somebody prove they love somebody else? We behave in ways about which 

you can say ‘"that looks like love”...but how do you really prove anything that we feel? How do I prove the 

thoughts in my head, the conclusions that I come to? So, I don't have any problem with believing in things 

that can't be proven because I think we do it all the time...we're not even aware of it.  

 

Phillip Aspinall: I think people engage with concepts that can't be proven because they kind of have to. if 

you have to make sense of your life, where we come from, you can't prove that your answer is right...some 

would say we're a kind of accident...there was a big bang sometime in the universe and millions of years 

later that gave rise to single cell life forms (how we're not quite sure) and they gradually evolved into more 

and more. We can say that it’s a series of scientific events. Then you think well, is it reasonable to think that 

that string of events can give rise to a human being who is conscious of their own existence and can ask 

questions about how did that all begin? Some people will say, “Yep that’s how it happened.” Others will 

say, “No I don't think that is really reasonable, I think it’s more likely there was an intentional creator behind 

it all.” But neither of those two positions can be proved. So, this is where faith comes in. Faith isn't            

necessarily religious, but it is making a decision about these big questions, the answers to which cannot     

be proved.  

 

Ceri Wynne: Well for me, I love the fact that it’s a mystery, that maybe it’s not a puzzle that can be sorted 

out. I like the idea that we're always searching for something - an answer. It’s a fluid, dynamic thing that 

moves with us as we move through life.  It gives us a purpose, a sense of asking that big question: what is 

the purpose of me, what is the meaning of life, why am I here? I think that is part of our human nature...to 

always want to be connected to something more than ourselves. To think that maybe we're not just the ‘be 
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all and end all’, that there's something bigger than us but that we're a part of that bigness. (Whatever that  

bigness might be for people). I think people are always searching for meaning in their lives.  

 

Josephine Inkpin: I think that's a strange question, because most things that really matter to people, especially 

love, can't be proved. I don't think we can prove a lot of different things that people think, but we can't       

disprove them either. Things like faith and trust and joy. The problem with religion is it’s been associated with a 

whole set of beliefs competing with science, and that's not the way in which religion works. They are a     dif-

ferent way of thinking. More like poetry, I think. You wouldn't say "We shouldn't use poetry because it’s not as 

exact as prose." You use it because it brings life to you. Those things that really matter to us ultimately... we 

need to understand things in ways other than "can be proved". (They are only hypotheses until the next idea 

comes along). I think those things that really matter to us like love, truth, beauty...of course people are always 

going to be drawn to those.  

 

Peter Kline: At the heart of many religions, religious beliefs, religious practices are a series of affirmations or 

concepts about what really can't be proven in any scientific or rational sense. Belief in God for instance. No 

one has ever proved the existence of God. But I think it’s one of the least interesting questions you can ask 

theologically or philosophically - "Does God exist?" or "Can the existence of God be proven?" I think that's 

actually a very uninteresting or very uninspiring philosophical question. Theologically because any God that 

you could prove the existence of either logically or empirically - point there, look there's God back behind 

Saturn or something - that would be such a reduction of the concept of God, such a reduction. And religious 

traditions at their most profound - what they mean by God, what they mean by belief - what they mean far 

exceeds anything that could simply be pointed to as another thing in the world that you can prove the         

existence of. The very concept of God, in a sense the very idea contains the idea that you can't prove the   

existence. That’s one of the paradoxes, one of the profundities of religious belief. So theologically, any god 

whose existence can be proved would just be not worthy of being called God.  

But also, philosophically, trying to prove the existence of God, it puts you in an endless back and forth that 

doesn’t get you anywhere. But at its heart, the reason that so many religious concepts can't be proven is that 

they put us into contact with what infinitely or far exceeds the human ability to rationalise, the human ability to 

grasp and organise, the human need, desire or drive to make sense of the world to put it in categories, put 

people in categories - religion at its best is about contact with something that far exceeds, is much bigger 

than, is much more profound than all of our human needs and desires that make sense.  

And I think that's what's actually most liberating about religious traditions - when they put us in contact with 

that sort of excess that sense of the infinite meaning of the universe. That exceeds any finite meaning that we 

could give it. That’s why religion so often trades in these categories which can't be proven. It’s about being in 

touch with, being bound to, or giving oneself over to that infinity or excess. 
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You can find the video of this session, along with reflection questions for individuals or groups 

at www.stfran.qld.edu.au under “SFC Short Courses—Faith Asking Questions”. 
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